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Pai n ki l l ers (Pap erback)
By Simon Ings

Orion Publishing Co, United Kingdom, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. A mysterious box that he cannot open is all that might save Adam s autistic son as they
are plunged into a world of old corruptions and new terrors.In PAINKILLERS, Simon Ings deftly
teases out his knotted story that, with its many conventional elements, could have run a risk of
overfamiliarity: sinister Oriental Triad gangsters, their even more sinister wives, a speedy Hong
Kong with its ruthless Brit yuppies and its nightlife ridden with drugs, strange sex and violence.
Shooting back and forth between a glamorous Hong Kong, in 1990, and a straitened London, in
1998, Ings sustains suspense by dropping hints but never telling enough.Adam Wyatt and his wife
Eva run a small cafe near Southwark Market. They bicker a lot, Adam drinks and visits to their
autistic son Justin tend to go awry. But underneath Adam s drinking are secrets from their previous
life in Hong Kong, when he worked for the Independent Commission Against Corruption and got in
with some very dubious local society types; one of whom includes Call me Jimmy Yao Sau-Lan, a
big nasty man, in a big nasty...
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Reviews
It is great and fantastic. It can be writter in easy phrases and never hard to understand. You will not really feel monotony at at any time of your respective
time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you request me).
-- Michel Ha lvor son
Simply no phrases to describe. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. Your lifestyle period will probably be transform the instant you
complete reading this article book.
-- Rowla nd B a uch
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